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POLTAVA ORNITHOLOGIST MI GAVRILENKO: STUDY OF 

BIRDS OF UKRAINE AND THE SOVIET UNION 

An offered article is about the deep study of life and scientific activity of the 

well known Ukrainian scientist-ornithologist, theriologist and urboecozoologist 

Mykola Ivanovych Gavrylenko (1889-1971), native of Poltava, who made a 

significant contribution to the development of Ukrainian natural science. He had to 

re-enter the difficult socio-cultural space before the German-Soviet war after the 

exile, to find his place in it and rejoin the continuation of the study of the Poltava 

region nature, restoring the lost scientific connections and finding a job. The 

person is purposeful and consistent, the scientist who overcame difficulties and 

began to self-realization in the following areas later: teaching practical and field 

classes with students at a local pedagogical institute; further conducting his own 
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field of researches and fixing the results; the final creation of the ornithological 

collection, that was unique in terms of quantitative and qualitative indicators of 

available materials, the actual content is unique. A separate  hypostasis of scientist 

became service to the museum of his native land and particularly the Poltava 

regional museum. Work with students positively influenced on a scientist, with joy 

and great desire and responsibility at the same time, he passed his knowledge on 

his lectures, both acquired at Kharkiv University (1912-1916) and those that he 

personally produced as a result of long periods of observation in nature. The 

scientist gave special value to realization the practice with students in the field 

terms, that woke up and maintained interest in learning about the nature around 

them in future. His grateful students left memoirs, emphasizing the best traits of 

their Master. Many of them chose the path to science later.  Scientist conducted his 

own field researches during the field practices with students, but gave advantage to 

the separate own exits or journeys for a few days to different parts of Poltava 

region, aiming to study birds in their natural environment. The results were a 

generalization of the observings with next promulgation. In addition, the scientist 

using their methodology, obtained materials in nature for addition to the 

ornithological collection (he made the carcasses of birds). Unique collection of 

bird carcasses is in the Museum of Nature of KhNU named by V.N. Karazin now.  

Life and scientific activity of scientist M.I. Gavrilenko is not only deserving 

imitation, it is an example of how one gifted person made a significant contribution 

to the birds studying in Poltava region, their place in the ornithological complex of 

Ukraine with a projection  the bird population of the former USSR. 
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